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as the software is a restaurant software,
it is crucial for the restaurant to offer its

customer excellent dining experience. the
same is the reason behind ezee burrp pos
restaurant software, which delivers this
by its smart concept and highly user-

friendly interface, only which have made
ezee burrp pos restaurant software much
demanded software. ezee burrp 6.0.42

installation and activation: once you
purchase the ezee burrp pos restaurant

software, it will be shipped to your mail id
along with the product key. you can
download and install ezee burrp pos

restaurant software and activate it by
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following the steps mentioned in the user
manual. if you face any difficulty in

installing and activating, then you can
contact the technical support team of

ezee. chef interface – which gives you an
easy way to manage all your daily
activities. table reservation – which

makes sure that only the relevant guests
sit at your tables and avoids any

obstruction. table order – which takes
care of all the order processes and even
schedules the activities of the kitchen,
and other staff. food recipe – which you
can customize yourself and define the
needed ingredients. ezee provide 24x7
support for their users. if you face any
kind of problem in using the restaurant

software, then you can contact the team
members via email or their website. you
can even take advantage of the technical

support via phone. ezee restaurant
software is compatible with all ios devices

and compatible with android devices
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which support it. you can see the list of
compatible devices for ezee restaurant
software by clicking on the given link.
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